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QUESTION 1

InfoReplicator supports splitting the Pair, that is, temporarily suspending the data between the master and slave
directories Synchronize. If the user wants to restore the data synchronization of the Pair and re- maintain the same data
in the master and slave directories, they only need to create a new one manually. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

In the design of backup solutions, the following things need to be considered: (multiple choices) 

A. Bandwidth and network design, 

B. Backup system migration design 

C. Data and application recovery strategy design 

D. Capacity and storage strategy design 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

Single choice An enterprise customer plans to purchase Huawei Oceanstor 9000 to meet its 10PB data storage needs.
The customer chooses the C36 node of Oceanstor9000 has 4T SATA disks in the nodes, and 4+2 distributed RAID
storage methods are used between the nodes Mode. Assuming that the system loss (including the possession of
metadata and system data, hard disk loss, etc.) is 10%, theoretically the customer needs to purchase at least. 

How many C36 nodes can meet its business data storage requirements? () 

A. 119 

B. 72 

C. 131 

D. 107 

E. 87 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

In the HyperMetro active-active data center solution, data centers A and B are included, when the array of data center A
fails. At the time, which of the following statements is correct: (multiple choice) 

A. Multipath automatically sets all paths to data center A to be unavailable, and all IOs are directly forwarded to data
center B. 

B. Data center B array records the difference bitmap for the newly received I/O. 

C. After the array failure of data center A is restored, the active-active relationship is automatically restored, and the
newly added data is automatically synchronized according to the record of the difference bitmap. No business impact. 

D. The data center A array actively powers off, and sends a command to the data center B array to inform it to take over
the business. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

During the installation of Commserver, if cS and Agent are on the same network segment, there is no need to configure
the hosts file Pieces. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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